
Invite award-winning work to your chapter for exhibitions:

Here’s a potential fundraising and design event scenario:
 
Graphis can curate an international show to be hung in a venue of your choice.
 
Graphis will also show the best work from your town and state with a screen 
presentation to your community.
 
Graphis can also give a presentation of some our archives and Graphis Masters’ works.
 
After that, people can enjoy a print exhibition of international and 
national award-winning work.
 
The displayed prints will be available for auction for the duration of the exhibition.
 
Winning bidders can collect their prints after the show is over.
 
100% of the auction’s proceeds will be donated to your chapter.
 
Following the presentation and the exhibition the audience will be guided 
to the sponsors’ reception.



Gallery Exhibitions

Graphis Museum Exhibition: 
P L AT I N U M - W I N N I N G  D E S I G N E R S

Toshiaki & Hisa IdeJohn KrullDaeki Shim & Hyojun Shim ARSONAL / FX ARSONAL / FX Zulu Alpha Kilo



In Addition:

Graphis will send a  book (8 copies) for the evening’s event.
 
A copy of the book to be opened for audiences’ viewing upon entry.
 
The AIGA Chapter President and Sponsors will each receive a free book.
 
Remaining books will be given free to raffle winners.
 
To qualify for the raffle, guests can drop their business cards into a basket upon entry.
 
Graphis can offer discounts to Club members on all Graphis publications.
 
Graphis will promote your event on our website, blog, social media, and newsletter.
 
Graphis can suggest two speakers or more for the evening event and  
potential workshops are possible.



Sponsors will be needed:

To print the posters.
 
To purchase frames for the presentation of the work. This is a one-time purchase 
since the frames will be reused for future shows.
 
To host a reception and supply a table with a white tablecloth, a commanding 
flower arrangement and a selection of elegant wines. 
 
To support and engage the community and present great design for inspiration.



Benefits for Sponsors: Graphis and the Clubs will...

Endorse and present the sponsor’s brand directly to the audiences.
 
Introduce sponsor’s representative to the audience.
 
Display and distribute sponsor’s promotional packages to the guests.
 
Acknowledge sponsor’s support by presenting them on the first poster in each exhibition. 
 
Print sponsor’s ads in selected Graphis books and/or the Graphis Journal.
 
Promote the sponsor on Graphis website, blog, and weekly newsletter.
 
Encourage Networking: Sponsor has opportunity to host a dinner with 
key people after the show.
 
Establish respect from and visibility to the chapters and members.



Gallery Exhibitions

Graphis Museum Exhibition: 
P L AT I N U M - W I N N I N G  D E S I G N E R S

Toshiaki & Hisa IdeJohn Krull ARSONAL / FX ARSONAL / FX Zulu Alpha Kilo

printed on Mohawk Fine Papers



presents Canon Photo Mastersprinted on Mohawk Fine Papers printed by Blanchette Press Ltd.

Potential Sponsor Ads (Exhibitions, Journals, Books & Website, etc.)
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Graphis Journals (Future covers)
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To summarize, our goal is:

To create an alliance among the AIGA, Sponsors, and Graphis that will serve the chapters.
 
To ask sponsors to pay for the shows with no expense to the chapters.
 
To encourage sponsors to provide financial support to these chapters.
 
To give the Sponsors direct contact with a creative community that can benefit 
their company in the future.
 
To exhibit work that will be inspirational to the public and the creative community.



Potential Exhibition Subjects and Ideas:

A few of the exhibits available in the Graphis archives:
 
Graphis archives hold numerous subjects that can be available to chapters 
from past to present in various categories in Design, Typography, Advertising, 
Photography, Art/Illustration, and student work.









Graphis Photography Masters Posters

Photography Master Parish Kohanim

KOHANIM

Photography Master 

DIODATO

Bill DiodatoPhotography Master Pete Turner

TURNER



Something to consider:

A multidisciplinary show of the best Design Firms, Ad Agencies, Photographers, 
and Artists/Illustrators, as well as surprising work from the Schools.
 
For example, everyone would love to get work from an ad agency; after all, this is where 
the money is. Art Directors would benefit from exposure to great new work in Design, 
and especially Photography and Art/Illustration. 
 
Everyone wins with this networking and the new relationships will lead to more work.
 
These disciplines deserve to be unified. 
 
For more information please contact Nick Prestileo at Nick_Prestileo@aiga.org.


